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Abstract

In this paper, we present a development of Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) system as a part of a speech-based access
for an agricultural commodity in the Gujarati (a low resource)
language. We proposed to use neural networks for language
modeling, acoustic modeling, and feature learning from the raw
speech signals. The speech database of agricultural commodi-
ties was collected from the farmers belonging to various villages
of Gujarat state (India). The database has various dialectal vari-
ations and real noisy acoustic environments. Acoustic model-
ing is performed using Time Delay Neural Networks (TDNN).
The auditory feature representation is learned using Convolu-
tional Restricted Boltzmann Machine (ConvRBM) and Teager
Energy Operator (TEO). The language model (LM) rescoring is
performed using Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). RNNLM
rescoring provides an absolute reduction of 0.69-1.18 in %
WER for all the feature sets compared to the bi-gram LM. The
system combination of ConvRBM and Mel filterbank further
improved the performance of ASR compared to the baseline
TDNN with Mel filterbank features (5.4 % relative reduction
in WER). The statistical significance of proposed approach is
justified using a bootstrap-based % Probability of Improvement
(POI) measure.
Index Terms: Agricultural commodities, Gujarati language,
neural networks.

1. Introduction
Gujarat is one of the major agricultural crops provider states that
increase the significant grossing in India’s agricultural progress.
Government of India is maintaining several websites to provide
prices of agricultural commodities [1]. However, education-
level and socio-economic backgrounds may create a hindrance
to access the agricultural commodity prices, weather forecast,
and various schemes for the farmers. Gujarati is one of the offi-
cial Indian languages which is still in the low resource category.
There are no standard available audio, transcription, and dictio-
nary in Gujarati to build state-of-the-art ASR system compared
to other high-resourced Indian language, such as Hindi.

To provide agricultural information to the farmers, we are
developing the speech-based access system in Gujarati called as
Mandi Information System (MIS). In this paper, mandi refers to
the marketplace in India where farmers can sell their commodi-
ties. The project is based on using the telephone-based Inter-
active Voice Response System (IVRS) and Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) systems. The farmers need to call a toll-free
number to get information regarding the prices of commodi-
ties and the weather. This telephone-based system is helpful to
all the farmers even with those who have variable educational-
levels, since they can get information in their native regional

language just by making a telephone call. In phase-I of the Me-
itY, Govt. of India funded consortium project, MIS was built
for six Indian languages [2–7].

Recently, there is a huge surge of using neural networks
for speech signal processing applications including the ASR
task [8]. In particular, the earlier approaches use deep neural
networks (DNN) for acoustic modeling and statistical N-gram
models for language modeling (LM). Recently, many studies
shows that the recurrent neural networks (RNN) perform sig-
nificantly well when used along with n-gram LM in a form of
rescoring [9], [10]. The detailed survey of RNN-based language
models are presented in [11]. To model temporal dynamics
in speech, Time Delay Neural Networks and Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) are very effective in the ASR task [12], [13].

The objective of this paper is to build better acoustic and
language models for ASR in agricultural-domain in the Gu-
jarati language using neural networks. In our initial study, we
used neural networks for only acoustic modeling and Convo-
lutional Restricted Boltzmann Machine (ConvRBM) for filter-
bank learning on 400 farmers database [14]. In this paper, we
used an entire agricultural database from 1005 farmers recorded
from various villages belonging to Gujarat state. We proposed
to use neural networks for language modeling, feature learning,
and acoustic modeling. TDNN and LSTM are explored for the
acoustic modeling. RNNLM are used along with bi-gram LM
in a form of rescoring [9], [10]. The ConvRBM is used to learn
filterbank directly from the raw speech signals [15, 16]. To the
best of authors’ knowledge, this is the first of its kind ASR sys-
tem proposed for developing speech-based access system for an
agricultural commodity in Gujarati.

2. Speech-Based Access for Agricultural
Commodity

2.1. System Architecture

There are three major building blocks of the system, namely,
information source, IVRS, and ASR system as shown in Figure
1. Everyday information regarding the agricultural commodi-
ties is fetched from the AGMARKNET webportal maintained
by the Government of India [17]. The information regarding the
weather forecast is fetched from the IMD website maintained by
Ministry of Earth Science, Government of India [18]. Our local
agricultural database is updated based on webcrawler program
that automatically update the AGMARKNET and IMD data re-
lated to the Gujarat state. An IVRS is used to record the speech
signals from the farmers via a telephone line (called as Primary
Rate Interface (PRI) line). Based on the information from the
database, the response is given to the farmer for a query recog-
nized by the ASR system. The ASR system is one of the major
components in a speech-based access system for an agricultural
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commodity. Since it is this component that identifies the re-
quired query, which is then passed to the IVRS. The success
of the response to farmer’s call is based on the accuracy of the
ASR system.

Figure 1: Functional block diagram of a speech-based access
system for an agricultural commodity. After [4].

2.2. Data Collection and Transcription

Speech data is collected with the help of mobile phone via a
toll free number. The recording of speech signals is based on
the Asterisk server configuration and prompts are stored in the
server. The database includes the names of agricultural crops,
mandi, weather information, and yes/no type of questions. The
data collection includes the natural speaking styles, and dialects
of the farmers with real environmental noises, such as vehi-
cles, animals, babble, etc. The dataset also includes channel
mismatch conditions since the recording was done with sev-
eral mobiles of different companies. The data collection from
1005 farmers has been completed covering 21 districts of Gu-
jarat state. There are a number of issues in data collection, such
as (1) explaining the farmers about the task since they are hesi-
tant to talk and response to the IVRS, (2) disfluencies in speech
since many farmers are not much habituated to such mobile-
based field recordings.

We prepared the dictionary (along with transcription) con-
taining the names of crops, mandis and districts. Indian Lan-
guage Speech sound Label set (ILSL) format has been used
for transcription and dictionary preparation for Gujarati lan-
guage [19]. The dictionary contains different varieties of com-
modities, mandi, names of villages, and districts. There are 25
districts, 328 markets, and 159 unique commodities (excluding
variations) in the lexicon. The lexicon contains 5387 words in-
cluding varieties in commodities, speaking market names and
yes/no utterances spoken in various dialectal manner from the
farmers. The example of dialectal variations in speaking com-
modity names are shown in Table 1. The speech signals were
transcribed using semi-supervised transcription tool, namely,
“Indic Language Transliteration Tool”, provided by the Me-
itY ASR Phase-II consortium. The training and test set in-
cludes 37500 and 2989 utterances, respectively such that dif-
ferent speakers are used in both the sets.

Table 1: An example of a word batxaakaa (potato in English)
presented in the dictionary with different pronunciations

Word Phonetic Description (Spoken Form)

batxaakaa b a t aa k aa
batxaakaa b a tx aa k aa
batxaakaa b a tx aa k u
batxaakaa b a tx aa tx aa
batxaakaa b a tx ae k aa

3. Neural Networks for Acoustic and
Language Modeling

In this Section, we discuss for acoustic modeling using a hybrid
DNN-HMM setup and RNN for language modeling.

3.1. Deep Neural Networks for Acoustic Modeling

In this paper, we consider to use DNNs that can model tempo-
ral context to model the temporal dynamics in the speech signal.
Two such architectures are Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM)-
based recurrent neural networks (RNN) [13] and Time-Delay
Neural Networks (TDNN) [12]. The LSTM model is based on
introducing self-loops to produce the paths, where the gradi-
ent can flow for longer durations. Using the gate controlled by
the hidden unit, the time scale of integration can be changed
dynamically [20]. Another DNN architecture which has been
shown to be effective in modeling long range temporal depen-
dencies is the time delay neural network (TDNN) recently pro-
posed in [12]. In TDNN, initial layers learn representations
using narrow context while higher layers learn representations
using the wider context [12]. TDNN are one of the best per-
forming system tested in the KALDI speech recognition toolkit
for various ASR databases. We also tried recently proposed
TDNN-LSTM system for acoustic modeling to get advantages
of TDNN and LSTM models [21].

3.2. Recurrent Neural Networks for Language Modeling

Recurrent Neural Networks Language Models (RNNLM) rep-
resent the full history, hi = {wi−1, ..., w1} of a word wi. The
architecture of an RNNLM consists of three layers. The full his-
tory vector hi is given to the input layer in the form of previous
word wi−1 and vector vi−2 for remaining context. The hidden
layer apply an activation function on the input. We used re-
cently popular Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) as activation func-
tion in the RNNLM. The output layer calculates the normalized
RNNLM probabilities PRNNLM(wi|wi−1, vi−2) using a softmax
layer. The information is also fed back into the input layer as the
future remaining history to compute the probability of the next
word, wi+1. RNNLM can be trained using stochastic gradient-
based back-propagation through time (BPTT) algorithm with
cross-entropy (CE) objective function. In our study, the faster
RNNLM training is employed using noise contrastive estima-
tion (NCE) [22]. In state-of-the-art ASR systems, RNNLM are
often interpolated with N-gram LMs to obtain better coverage
of context and strong generalization. The LM probability using
a linear interpolation is given by [22]:

P (wi|hi) = λPnG(wi|hi) + (1− λ)PRNNLM(wi|hi), (1)

where λ is the weight given to the N-gram LM PnG(·).

4. Auditory Filterbank Learning
ConvRBM is an undirected probabilistic graphical model used
for representation learning. It has two layers, namely, a visi-
ble layer and a hidden layer [15]. The input to a visible layer
(denoted as x) is a speech signal of length of n-samples. The
hidden layer (denoted as h) is divided into K-groups (i.e., num-
ber of subband filters). Each group weight has filter length of
m-samples. The weights of ConvRBM are shared between the
visible and hidden units in each group [15]. Denoting bk as the
hidden bias for the kth group, the convolutional response for
the kth group is given as:

Ik = (x ∗ W̃k) + bk, (2)
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where x = [x1, x2, ..., xn] are samples of the speech signal,
Wk = [wk

1 , w
k
2 , ..., w

k
m] is a kth weight vector (i.e., subband

filter) and W̃ indicates a flipped array [15]. With a noisy leaky
rectifier linear units (NLReLU), the sampling equations for hid-
den and visible units are given as:

hk ∼ max(0,Jk) + α ·min(0,Jk),

xrecon ∼ N
(

K∑

k=1

(hk ∗Wk) + c, 1

)
,

(3)

where Jk = Ik +N(0, σ(Ik)) with N(0, σ(Ik)) is a Gaussian
noise with mean zero and sigmoid of Ik as a variance. α is a
leaky parameter which is generally set to 0.01 and c is a visi-
ble bias which is also shared among the visible units. In Con-
vRBM training, a dropout is applied before sampling the hidden
units in both positive and negative phase of contrastive diver-
gence (CD) learning [23]. Our earlier works showed that use of
annealed dropout [24] when applied in ConvRBM resulted in
an improved performance in speech recognition [16] and audio
classification [25]. In an annealed dropout, the dropout proba-
bility of the units in the network is gradually decreased over the
training period. The model parameters are updated using the
Adam optimization method [26].

After ConvRBM is trained, the pooling (similar to window-
ing operation) is applied on the ConvRBM filter responses. Dur-
ing feature extraction stage, we have used absolute nonlinearity
|Ik| as an activation function of the hidden units. The pooling
operation reduces the temporal resolution from K × n samples
to the K × F frames. Logarithmic nonlinearity compresses the
dynamic range of features. In order to achieve robustness in the
ASR task, we also used Teager Energy Operator (TEO) [27].
We have used TEO-based ConvRBM features proposed in [16].
The notations for ConvRBM and TEO-based ConvRBM filter-
banks are CBANK and TEO-CBANK, respectively.

5. Experimental Setup
5.1. GMM-HMM System Building

The triphone GMM-HMM system was built from the 39-D Mel
Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) feature set by varying
the number of Guassians and senones. MFCC features are ob-
tained from 40 Mel subband filters. We have used the finite state
transducer (FST)-based bi-gram LM trained from the agricul-
tural commodity text data. Bi-gram is used for LM since the text
contains maximum number of one-two words per line and few
lines containing more than two words (e.g., names of commodi-
ties and answers of some basic questions while recording). The
system is further improved using the linear discriminant analy-
sis (LDA) and Maximum Likelihood Linear Transform (MLLT)
on the triphone GMM-HMM system. The force-aligned labels
are generated from the LDA+MLLT system to use as labels in
the DNN training.

5.2. Training of ConvRBM and Feature Extraction

The ConvRBM is trained with an annealed dropout using
dropout probability p=0.3 that decayed to zero (i.e., p = 0)
during training. The learning rate schedule was chosen as sug-
gested in [26] with initial value 0.001. The moment parameters
in Adam optimization algorithm were chosen to be β1=0.9 and
β2=0.999. The model is trained with 40 number of subband fil-
ters with a convolution window of length 8 ms. After the model
was trained, the features were extracted from the speech signals.

The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) was applied retaining
only first 13-D coefficients and used the proposed features along
with the MFCC feature set in the GMM framework. The delta
and delta-delta features were also appended resulting in 39-D
cepstral features (denoted as ConvRBM-CC). For DNN train-
ing, ConvRBM filterbank (CBANK) and TEO-based CBANK
(TEO-CBANK) is directly used (without applying DCT) for
DNN training. The system combination is performed using
Minimum Bayes Risk (MBR) technique [28].

5.3. Training of RNNLM and DNN

The RNNLM is trained using the training corpus of the agri-
cultural commodities in Gujarati. The number of hidden neu-
rons and noise samples are selected based on performance on
the ASR task. The RNNLM are trained using the faster-rnnlm
toolkit [29]. The weights λ in the Eq. (1) are chosen to be
0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 for LM rescoring. We have explored re-
cently proposed the Lattice-free Maximum Mutual Information
(LF-MMI) in the HMM framework for sequence-discriminative
learning [30]. The senones labels from the LDA-MLLT system
is used to build the LF-MMI model that is later used in the hy-
brid DNN-HMM training in the KALDI toolkit [31]. The DNNs
are trained using 120-D Mel filterbank features that include
delta and delta-delta features (denoted as FBANK). CBANK
and TEO-CBANK feature sets (120-D) are also used for DNN
training. We trained TDNN, LSTM and TDNN-LSTM with dif-
ferent hidden units and layers. The learning rate for RNNLM
was chosen to be 0.01 and for DNN models to be 0.001.

5.4. Performance Evaluation

The performance of ASR system is evaluated using % Word
Error Rate (WER). The statistical significance of the one ASR
system performing better than the other was assessed using
the bootstrap technique [32]. Using bootstrap technique, we
compute % Probability of Improvement (POI) for proposed ap-
proaches over the baseline system.

6. Experimental Results
6.1. Results using GMM-HMM System

Since there is no standard recipe for this ASR in Gujarati
task, we varied the number of Gaussians and senones for
GMM-HMM systems. The results are summarized in Table 2
for MFCC and ConvRBM-CC feature sets. The ConvRBM-
CC performs better than the MFCC using the CD-GMM-
HMM system with an absolute reduction of 1.09 % in WER.
The ConvRBM-CC also significantly performs better than the
MFCC using the LDA-MLLT system with an absolute reduction
of 1.53 % in WER. Hence, ConvRBM-CC improved the ASR
performance compared to the baseline MFCC feature set us-
ing the CD-GMM-HMM and LDA-MLLT systems. The align-
ments generated from the respective LDA-MLLT systems are
used in the hybrid DNN-HMM systems.

6.2. Results of DNN Models and RNNLM

The experimental results of using LSTM and TDNN models are
reported in Table 3. For initial experiments, we used the param-
eters of LSTM and TDNN models suggested in KALDI. The
TDNN significantly performed better compared to the LSTM
with 4.69 % gap in WER. We also tried using TDNN-LSTM
architecture to see if it can improve upon TDNN. However, it
did not perform well compared to the TDNN. Hence, we then
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Table 2: The summary of results using GMM-HMM systems in
% WER for 1005 speakers

Feature Set Acoustic Model Test

MFCC Triphone (CD-GMM-HMM) 30.36
ConvRBM-CC Triphone (CD-GMM-HMM) 29.27

MFCC LDA-MLLT 26.98
ConvRBM-CC LDA-MLLT 25.45

tried various parameters of a TDNN, such as number of hidden
units and layers to further improve the performance. The low-
est WER is achieved using TDNN with 800 hidden units and 6
hidden layers. We fix this architecture for further experiments
using FBANK feature set.

Table 3: The results of experiments on the test set in % WER
performed using various DNN models with FBANK

Model Specification % WER

LSTM 900×3 20.97
TDNN 900×6 16.28

TDNN-LSTM 800×(5 TDNN-3 LSTM) 19.27
TDNN 800×6 15.82
TDNN 700×6 15.98
TDNN 1000×6 16.56
TDNN 1500×6 17.33
TDNN 800×8 16.28
TDNN 800×4 16.35

The results of applying RNNLM rescoring are shown in Ta-
ble 4 in terms of % WER. We have also shown the statistical
significance of RNNLM compared to the 3-gram in terms of %
POI. It can be seen that % WER is reduced compared to the bi-
gram LM for various RNN configurations. RNN with 512 hid-
den units performed well with an absolute reduction of 1.18 %
in WER and it has 99.98 % POI compared to the bi-gram LM.
We also tried to use different noise samples in NCE training,
however, 10 noise samples (knoise=10) performed well. Hence,
we used RNNLM with 512 hidden units and knoise=10 for fur-
ther experiments in LM rescoring.

Table 4: The effect of parameters of RNNLM rescoring using
TDNN trained on FBANK feature set. The results on the test set
are presented in terms of % WER and % POI

Language Modeling WER POI

bi-gram 15.82 -
RNNLM, units=128, knoise=10 15.07 96.33
RNNLM, units=256, knoise=10 14.75 99.87
RNNLM, units=512, knoise=10 14.64 99.98
RNNLM, units=700, knoise=10 14.71 99.93
RNNLM, units=800, knoise=10 14.71 99.86
RNNLM, units=512, knoise=5 14.69 99.92
RNNLM, units=512, knoise=20 15.17 93.89

6.3. Results of Auditory Filterbank Learning

The experiments of using ConvRBM for filterbank learning
and TEO-based features are shown in Table 5 for 3-gram LM.

The CBANK and TEO-CBANK performed better with 1000
hidden units and 6 hidden layers in TDNN. Both the feature
sets, CBANK and TEO-CBANK perform better than FBANK.
In particular, CBANK gave the lowest % WER with 1.45 %
relative reduction in WER and 71.98 % POI compared to the
FBANK. The results of RNNLM rescoring using CBANK and
TEO-CBANK feature sets are shown in Table 6. RNNLM
rescoring significantly reduce % WER for FBANK compared to
CBANK and TEO-CBANK. To get the possible complementary
information from different feature sets, the system combination
experiments are shown in Table 6. The combination of CBANK
and TEO-CBANK with FBANK (S1⊕S2 and S1⊕S3, respec-
tively) reduces the % WER compared to the FBANK alone.
In particular, S1⊕S3 much reduce % WER compared to the
S1⊕S2 with 98.19 % POI compared to the FBANK. The best
results were achieved using system combination of all the three
feature sets with 5.4 % relative reduction in WER. The proposed
approach is statistically significant with 99.60 % POI compared
to the FBANK alone.

Table 5: The results of various feature sets using TDNN systems
and 3-gram LM on the test set in terms of % WER and % POI

Feature Set TDNN Spec. % WER % POI

FBANK 800×6 15.82 -
CBANK 1000×6 15.59 71.98

TEO-CBANK 1000×6 15.76 59.69

Table 6: The experimental results using various feature sets af-
ter RNNLM rescoring and their system combination in terms of
% WER and % POI

Feature Set % WER % POI

S1:FBANK 14.64 -
S2:ConvRBM-FBANK 14.90 25.91

S3:TEO-ConvRBM-FBANK 14.69 45.26
S1⊕S2 14.27 89.07
S1⊕S3 13.96 98.19

S1⊕S2⊕S3 13.85 99.60

7. Summary and Conclusions
In this study, the development of an ASR system in speech-
based access for an agricultural commodity in low resource Gu-
jarati language is presented using the neural networks. We used
neural networks for three tasks: feature learning, language mod-
eling, and acoustic modeling. The ConvRBM is used to learn
an auditory-like filterbank from the speech signals. RNNLM
rescoring significantly reduce % WER compared to bi-gram
LM. TDNN performed better than LSTM and TDNN-LSTM
for acoustic modeling. All the proposed approaches improved
the performance of the ASR system. We also verified the statis-
tical significance of the proposed approaches. Our future work
include use of the neural networks in end-to-end deep learning
framework [33].
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